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(Communicated at the meeting of February 29, 1964) 
In the present note some of the results in the preceding Note VIII 
(these Proceedings 67, p. 104) are extended and generalized to Riesz 
spaces which are not necessarily Dedekind complete (and in many cases 
not even a-Dedekind complete). Although the results in Note VIII would 
suffice for most of the applications which are to follow (in particular 
applications to Banach function spaces), we have decided to include 
these extensions in this series of notes. 
29. Normal subspaces generated by ideals; Archimedean Riesz spaces 
If L is a Dedekind complete Riesz space and A is an ideal in L, then 
APP is the smallest normal subspace including A, and L=AP ffi APP 
( cf. Corollary I 7.3 in Note VI). The subspace APP is also characterized 
by the fact that the positive elements of APP are exactly the elements 
O,;;;u E L satisfying u=sup (v : v E A, v,;;;u). The proof is easy. Since L 
is Dedekind complete, the element u' =sup (v : v E A, v,;;;u) exists for 
any given O,;;;u E APP, and evidently we have u' ,;;;u, u' E APP, so 
O,;;;u-u' E APP. It remains to prove that u-u' E AP, since then it follows 
immediately that u' =U. We have to prove, therefore, that inf(u-u',v) = 0 
for every O,;;;vEA. Assume that w0 =inf(u-u',v0)>0 for some VoEA. 
Then w0 E A, and so for every v E A, v<;u, we have v+wo E A and 
v + w0 < u' + ( u- u') = u. Hence u' + wo =sup ( v + wo : v E A, v < u) < u'. Con-
tradiction. 
Now, assume that the Riesz space L is not necessarily Dedekind com-
plete. The smallest normal subspace including any given ideal A C L will 
be denoted by {A}. It may occur that {A} is properly included in APP. 
By way of example, let L be the plane ordered lexicographically (i.e., 
(x, y);;;,O whenever x>O or X=O, y;;;,O). The only ideals in L are {0}, 
the y-axis and L itself, and all of these ideals are normal subspaces. If 
A is they-axis, then {A}=A, but AP={O} and hence APP=L. 
It remains true, however, that if A is an ideal in L, then the positive 
elements in {A} are exactly the elements O,;;;u E L satisfying 
u=sup (v : v E A, v,;;;u), 
but the above proof is no longer available. 
1) Work on this paper was supported in part by the National Science Foundation 
of the U.S.A. under grant NSF-G 19914 to the California Institute of Technology. 
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Lemma 2 9 .1. Let A be an ideal in the Riesz space L, and {A} the normal 
subspace generated by A. Then anyO<,u E {A}satisfies u=su.p(v :vEA,v<,u), 
and conversely, by the definition of a normal subspace, any O<,u E L satis-
fying this condition is an element of {A} . 
. Proof. Let B be the set of all O<,u E L satisfying O<,vT t u'for some 
directed set {vT} C A, and let AA be the set of all u1-u2 with U1, Uz E B. 
Then A C A A C {A}, and we assert that B consists of all 0 <. u E L satis-
fying u=sup (v : v E A, v<,u). Indeed, if u satisfies this condition, then 
u E B since (v : v E A, v<,u) is directed upwards. Conversely, u E B 
implies that O<,vT t u for some directed set {vT} C A, and so any upper 
bound of (v : v E A, v<,u) is at least u. On the other hand u is an upper 
bound, and hence u=sup (v : v E A, v<,u). Note also that O<,u' <,u E B 
implies u' E B by the definition of B. But then also O<,u-u' E B, and 
this shows that any positive element of A A is an element of B, i.e., 
B=(AA)+. The proof will be complete, therefore, if we show that AA is 
a normal subspace, since this will imply that AA= {A}, so B= {A}+. 
In order to show that A A is a linear subspace, it is sufficient to prove 
that u1, uz E B implies u1 +uz E B. Denoting an arbitrary upper bound 
of (v : v E A, v<,u1 +uz) by p, we have p;;.v1 +vz for any pair V1, Vz E A, 
v1 <. U1, vz <. uz, so p > u1 + Uz. On the other hand u1 + u2 is an upper bound, 
and hence the least upper bound. This shows that u1 +u2 E B. 
In order to show that AA is an ideal, assume that f E AA, so f=u1-u2 
with O<.u1, uz E B. Since O<,f+<.ul and O<,f-<.uz, it follows that 
f+, 1- E B, so /II E B. Hence, if f E A A and lgl <1/1, then g+, g- E B, and 
so g EAA. 
Finally, in order to show that A A is a normal subspace, assume that 
O<,uT t u with uT E B for all -r. Then 
u=sup uT=supT sup (v : v E A, v<,uT)= 
I =sup (v : v E A, v<,uT for some -r). 
Since the last set is directed upwards, we have u E B. This completes 
the proof. 
In the next lemma we collect, for later reference, some minor results. 
In all statements L is an arbitrary Riesz space. 
Lemma 29.2. (i) Let {/T}, {g11} be subsets of L such that supT.a 
(fT+ga)=h exists. Then sup ga exists if and only if sup /T exists. 
(ii) Let O<,uT t u and O<.va t u. Then wT.a=inf (uT, V11 ) satisfies 
O<,wT.a t u. 
(iii) If A1, ... ,An are ideals in L, then {n~Ak}=nNAk}· 
(iv) Let A be an ideal in L. Then AP= {0} if and only if for every 
Oi=f EL there exists Oi=g EA such that lgl<.l/1. 
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Proof. (i) Assume that sup f,=f exists. Since f,+ga<h for all r, a, 
we have f+ga<h for all a, and it follows easily that sup" (f+ga)=h. 
But then sup ga=h-f. 
(ii) Evident. 
(iii) By induction it is sufficient to prove that {A1 n A2}={Al} n {A2}. 
Evidently, {A1nA2}C {Al}n {A2}. For the converse, letO <,uE{Al}n {A2}. 
Then there exist directed sets {u,} C A1 and {va} ·c A2 such that O<,u, t u 
and O,;;;;,v" t u, hence w,.a=inf (u., v") satisfies w,.a E A1 n A2 and O<,w,.a tu 
by (ii). It follows that u E {A1 n A2}. 
(iv) Let AP= {0} and 0+ f E L. If there would not exist any 0-icg E A 
satisfying lgl <,If I, then inf (lhl, Jfl) = 0 for every hE A, and so f E AP. 
Contradiction. Conversely, let there exist for every 0+ f E L an element 
0-icg E A satisfying lgl <,I fl. If now AP-# {0}, there would exist 0+ fEAPCL, 
and hence there would also exist 0-icg E A such that lgl <, lfl. But then 
g E AP in view off E AP, and so g E An AP, which implies g=O. Contra-
diction. 
Definition 29.3. Let A and B be ideals in the Riesz space L. Then 
A is said to be order dense in B if {A} :J B. In particular, A is said to be 
order dense in L (or simply order dense) if {A}=L. 
Lemma 29.4. (i) A is order dense in B if and only if {A} :J {B}, 
i.e., if and only if A is order dense in { B}. Alternatively, A is order dense 
in B if and only if {A} is order dense in B. In particular, A is order dense 
if and only if {A} is order dense. 
(ii) If A C Band A is order dense in B, then {A}={B}. 
(iii) If A is order dense in B and B is order dense in 0, then A is order 
dense in C. 
(iv) If A1, ... ,An are order dense, then n~ Ak is order dense. 
(v) If A is o~der dense, then AP = {0}. 
Proof. The statements in (i) are evident if one observes that 
{{A}}={A}; (ii) and (iii) follow then immediately from (i). The statement 
in (iv) follows from {n~ Ak} = n~{Ak} which was proved in Lemma 29.2 
(iii), and (v) holds in view of AP= {A }P=LP= {0}. 
The next theorem characterizes an important class of Riesz spaces. 
Theorem 2 9 . 5 . In any Riesz space L the following conditions are 
mutually equivalent. 
(i) In order that an ideal A C L be order dense it is necessary and sufficient 
that for every 0-# f E L there exists 0-# g E A satisfying I g I < If 1-
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(ii) In order that an ideal A C L be order dense it ~s necessary and 
sufficient that AP={O}. 
(iii) Every ideal A C L satisfies {A}=APP. 
(iv) Every normal subspace A C L satisfies A =APP. 
(v) For every ideal A C L we have that A EB AP is order dense. 
(vi) For every ideal A C L we have that {A} EB AP is order dense. 
Proof. (i) ¢> (ii). This follows from Lemma 29.2 (iv). 
(ii) ==?-{iii). Let A be an ideal in L, and let B=A EB AP. Then 
BP=AP fl APP= {0}, so {B}=L by (ii). Hence, if O.;;;;u E L, then 
u=sup (v+w : O.;;;;v E A, O.;;;;w E AP, v+w.;;;;u). 
This holds in particular for any O.;;;;u E APP. But in this case O.;;;;w E AP, 
w<;u implies w=O, so it follows that u=sup (v : O.;;;;v E A, v.;;;;u). This 
shows that u E {A}. Hence APP C {A}, and since {A} C APP is always 
satisfied, we have {A}=APP. 
(iii) ==?- (iv). Evident. 
(iv) ==?- (v). Let A be an ideal in L. Then (A EB AP)P=AP fl APP= {0}, 
so (A EB AP)PP=L, and hence surely {A EB AP}PP=L, which implies by 
(iv) that {A EB AP}=L, i.e., A EB AP is order dense.· 
(v) ==?- (vi). Evident. 
(vi) ==?- (ii). We need only prove that if AP= {0}, then A is order dense, 
since the converse is always true by Lemma 29.4 (v). Hence, let AP= {0}. 
Then (vi) implies that {A} is order dense, i.e. A is order dense by Lemma 
29.4 (i). . 
The plane, ordered lexicographically, is an example of a Riesz space 
in which none of the conditions of Theorem 29.5 is satisfied. 
Wehave presented conditions under which {A} EB AP is order dense. 
It is also interesting to ask when {A} EB AP = L. The following theorem 
gives an answer. 
Theorem 29.6. If A is a given ideal in L, then L={A} EB AP holds 
if and only if for every 0 < u E L the corresponding element 
u1=sup (v: v EA, O.;;;;v.;;;;u)=sup (v: v E {A}, O.;;;;v.;;;;u) 
exists. 
Proof. It follows immediately from Lemma 29.1 that if one of the 
supremum expressions exists, then so does the other, and they have the 
same value. Assume first that, for every 0 < u E L, the corresponding u1 
exists. By the definition of a normal subspace we have u1 E {A}, and 
hence, in order to show that L ={A} EB AP, it will be sufficient to prove 
that u-u1 E AP. To this end, we have to show that if O.;;;;v.;;;;u-u1 and 
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v E A, then v=O. This is easy, since such an element v satisfies u1 +v.;;;u 
and u1 +v E {A}, so u1 +v.;;;u1 by the definition of u1, and hence v=O. 
Conversely, assume that L= {A} EB AP, and let O.;;;u E L be given. Then 
O.;;;u=h+/2 uniquely with hE {A} and /2 EAP. It follows from -h</2 
that 0</c=(-/I)+</2+ EAP, so fc EAP. But also fc E {A}, hence 
fc=O, and so fi-;;.0. Similarly /2;;.0. Thus O.;;;u=u1 +u2 uniquely with 
O<:;u1 E {A} and O.;;;u2 EAP. Let A1=(v: v E {A}, O.;;;v.;;;u). For any 
v E A1 the decomposition into an element of {A} and an element of AP 
is obviously v=v+O. Hence, u-v has the decomposition (u1-v)+u2. 
Since u-v-;;.0, this implies u1-v;;.O by the above remarks, i.e., u1 is 
an upper bound of A1. On the other hand u1 E A1, so u1 =sup A1. This 
is the desired result. 
Corollary 29.7. If O.;;;u E Lis given, and Au is the ideal generated 
by u, then L={Au} EB AuP holds if and only if supn{inf(v,nu) :n= 1, 2, ... } 
exists for all 0 < vEL. Note that if L is a-Dedekind complete, then 
supn {inf (v, nu)} exists for every pair O.;;;u, vEL. 
Proof. Note that Au= (f : 1/1 .;;;nu for some n= 1, 2, ... ). Now, let 
O.;;;v E L, and set Pv= (w :wE Au, O.;;;w.;;;v). It is easy to see that 
Pv= (w : O.;;;w.;;;inf (v, nu) for some n= 1, 2, ... ). 
By the preceding theorem we have L= {Au} EB AuP if and only if sup Pv 
exists for every v, i.e., if and only if supn {inf (v, nu)} exists for every v. 
Definition 2 9. 8. The Riesz space L is said to be Archimedean if 
O.;;;u, vEL, O.;;;nu.;;;v for n= 1, 2, ... implies that u=O. 
The plane, ordered lexicographically, is not Archimedean (take U= (0, 1) 
and v= (1, 0)). 
Lemma 29. 9. (i) L is Archimedean if and only if infn n-1u=0 for 
every O.;;;u E L. 
(ii) L is Archimedean if and only if f, gEL, nf.;;;g for n= 1, 2, ... 
implies that f < 0. 
(iii) Any Riesz subspace of an Archimedean Riesz space is Archimedean. 
(iv) If supn {inf(v, nu): n=1, 2, ... } exists for every pair O.;;;u, vEL, 
then L is Archimedean. In particular, if L is a-Dedekind complete, then L 
is Archimedean. 
(v) If O(L~) = {0}, then L is Archimedean. Hence, in particular, every 
Riesz space endowed with a Riesz norm is Archimedean. 
Proof. (i) Let L be Archimedean, and O.;;;u E L. Then O.;;;uo.;;;n-1u 
for n= 1, 2, ... implies nuo<:;u for all n, and so uo=O. This shows that 
infn n -lu = 0. Conversely, let infn n -lu = 0 for every 0 < u E L. If now 
O.;;;nv.;;;u for n= 1, 2, ... , then v.;;;n-lu for all n, and so v.;;;infn n-lu=O, 
i.e., v=O. This shows that Lis Archimedean. 
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(ii) If the condition is satisfied, then L is evidently Archimedean. 
Conversely, if Lis Archimedean and nf<,g for n= 1, 2, ... , then O<,nf+<,g+ 
for all n, so f+ = 0, i.e., f < 0. 
(iii) Evident. 
(iv) Let O<,u, vEL and nu<,v for n= 1, 2, .... Then supn {inf (nu, v)}= 
= supn nu. Since supn nu = supn 2nu, it follows that nu = 0 for all n, and 
so u = 0. This shows that L is Archimedean. 
(v) Let O<,u, vEL and nu<,v for n= 1, 2, .... For any O<,rp E L~ 
we have O<,rp(u)<,n-lrp(v) for n=1, 2, ... , so rp(u)=O. It follows therefore 
from O(L~) = {0} that U= 0, and this shows that L is Archimedean. 
One of the main results about Archimedean Riesz spaces is contained in 
the following theorem. One half of the theorem, stating that {A}=APP 
for any ideal A if Lis Archimedean, occurs in T. 0GASAWARA ([1], Ch. 
2, § 3, Theorem 2). We are indebted to Professor T. Ando for this reference. 
Theorem 29.10. The Riesz space Lis Archimedean if and only if 
{A}= APP for every ideal A C L, i.e., if and only if any of the condition.s 
in Theorem 29.5 hold.s. 
Proof. Let L be Archimedean, and A an ideal in L such that AP= {0}. 
By Theorem 29.5 it is sufficient to show that {A}= L, i.e., that 
u=sup (v : v E A, v<,u) for every O<,u E L. Set Mu= (v : v E A, O<,v<,u). 
Obviously, u is an upper bound of Mu; assume the existence of another 
upper bound w such that w<u. From u-w>O and AP={O} it follows 
by Lemma 29.2 (iv) that there exists z E A such that O<z<,u-w<,u. 
Then z EMu, and so z<,w. From z<,u-w and z<,w we derive 2z<,u. 
But then 2z E M u, hence 2z < w. From z < u- w and 2z < w it follows 
that 3z < u, so 3z E M u· Proceeding by induction, we obtain 0 < nz < u for 
n=1, 2, ... ,so z=O since Lis Archimedean. Contradiction. 
For the converse, assume that L satisfies all condition of Theorem 29.5, 
but L is not Archimedean. Then there exist u, uo E L such that 0 < nu < uo 
for n= 1, 2, .... Denoting by A the set of all f E L satisfying nl/1 <,uo 
for n= 1, 2, ... , we have A=/= {0} since u E A, and it is easy to verify 
that A is an ideal. In addition, A= {A}, i.e., A is even a normal subspace. 
Indeed, let O<,v E {A}, so v=sup (w :wE A, O<,w<,v). Since w<,n-1u 0 
for wE A and n= 1, 2, ... , we have v<,n-1u0 for all n, so v EA. This 
shows that A= {A}. Finally, if A+= (f : f E A, f> 0), then sup A+ does 
not exist. Indeed, assuming that sup A+=w, we should have nv<,w for 
every v E A+, i.e., v<,n-lw for every v E A+ and n= 1, 2, .... This would 
imply w<,n-lw for n= 1, 2, ... , so w=O, contradicting the fact that 
A=!= {0}. 
By assumption we have A={A}=APP, and A EijAP is order dense. 
Thus, if Ao=(v: v E AP, O<,v<,u0 ), then Uo=sup (A+ EB A0). Since sup A+ 
does not exist, it follows from Lemma 29.2 (i) that sup Ao does not exist. 
Hence, there exists wE L such that O<,w<uo and Ao<,w. Then u0 -w 
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is not contained in APP=A. Indeed, if uo-w EA, then uo-w<tuo, 
and so w>tuo>A+. This would imply that A+ EB Ao<;w<uo, contra-
dicting the fact that u0 =sup (A+ EB Ao). It follows now from uo- w not 
being contained in APP that for some z E AP we have 0 < z < u0 - w < u 0 • 
Hence z E A0, and so z<;w. But then z<;uo-w and z<;w, so 2z<;uo, which 
implies 2z E A 0. Proceeding by induction we obtain nz.;;;;;u0 for n= 1, 2, ... , 
so z EA=APP. Also z EAP, so z=O. This contradicts z>O. The final 
result is, therefore, that L is Archimedean. 
Example 29.11. Let us consider the following list of properties 
each of which implies the next one. 
(i) L is super Dedekind complete. 
(ii) L is Dedekind complete. 
(iii) L is a-Dedekind complete. 
(iv) For all O.;;;;;u, vEL, the element supn {inf (v, nu)} exists m L. 
(v) L is Archimedean. 
We will show that each of these properties is properly weaker than 
the preceding one. 
(ii) but not (i). If X is an uncountable point set, and L is the Riesz 
space of all real bounded functions on X (with the pointwise ordering), 
then L is Dedekind complete but not super Dedekind complete. 
(iii) but not (ii). Let X= [0, 1] and L the Riesz space of all real bounded 
functions f(x) on X such that f(x) # /(0) for at most countably many x. 
The ordering is the pointwise ordering. Then L is a-Dedekind complete 
since 0 < Un t < u implies that sup Un is the ordinary pointwise limit of 
the sequence un(x). However, the space L is not Dedekind complete. 
Indeed, for each -r: E [0, 1], let ur(x) be equal to -r: for x=-r: and equal to 
zero for x # -r:. The set of all finite suprema of the functions Ur is directed 
upwards and bounded from above, but this set has no least upper bound 
in L. 
(iv) but not (iii). Let X= {1, 2, ... , oo }, and L the Riesz space of all 
real bounded functions f(x) on X such that f(x) # /( oo) for at most finitely 
many x. The ordering is the pointwise ordering. If 0 < u., v E L are given, 
then w=supn {inf (v, nu)} exists in L, namely, w(x) =v(x) at all points 
where u(x) > 0 and w(x) = 0 at all points where u(x) = 0. However, the 
space L is not a-Dedekind complete. Indeed, for each n= 1, 2, ... , let 
un(x) be equal to x-1 for X= 1, ... ,nand equal to zero at all other points. 
Then 0 < Un t < 1, but the sequence has no least upper bound in L. 
(v) but not (iv). The Riesz space L=O([O, 1]) of all real continuous 
functions on [0, 1] is Archimedean, but if u(x) is a function in L which is 
positive on [!, !J and vanishes outside this interval, and if v(x) = 1 for 
all x, then supn {inf (v, nu)} does not exist in L=O([O, 1]). As follows from 
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Theorem 26.4 in Note VIII, the space Le=O([O, 1]) satisfies L:=Le, 
where e is the uniform norm, and in Example 24.5 (ii) in Note VII it 
was shown that L;=L:,, i.e., there do not exist any integrals on 0([0, 1]). 
For later purposes it is of some importance to have an example of an 
Archimedean space L for which condition (iv) is not satisfied, and such 
that on L there exist plenty of normal integrals. The following example 
satisfies these conditions. 
Let X be an uncountable point set and let L be the Riesz space of all 
real functions f(x) on X for which there exists a finite number f(oo) such 
that, given any s>O, we have lf(x)-f(oo)l>s for at most finitely many x. 
In other words, if, X is topologized by the discrete topology, then L 
consists of all real continuous functions on X tending to a finite limit 
as x tends to infinity (this last phrase is to be understood in the sense 
that the one-point compactification of X is introduced). Evidently, 
every f E L is bounded, and f(x) = f(oo) outside an at most countable 
subset of X. Furthermore, L is Archimedean. Let E = {x1 , x2 , ••• } be a 
countable subset of X, and set u(xn) =n-1 and u(x) = 0 for all other x. 
Furthermore, set v(x)=1 on X. Evidently, O.:;;;u, vEL. Assuming that 
w=supn {inf(v, nu)} exists in L, we have w(x)=1 onE, and so w(oo)=l. 
But this is impossible since for any function satisfying w(x) = 1 on E 
and w(oo)= 1 there is a different O.:;;;w'(x) E L satisfying the same con-
ditions such that w' <w in L (indeed, if y is one of the points outside E 
where w(y)=1, set w'(y)=O and w'(x)=w(x) at all points x=/=-y). Hence, 
L does not satisfy the condition (iv). On the other hand, if x0 EX is 
given, then tp{f) = f(x0 ) is obviously a normal integral on L. Hence, if 
D;: is the collection of all normal integrals on L, and O(L;) is the inverse 
Riesz annihilator of L';:, then O(L;) = {0}. 
In connection with the proof of Theorem 29.10, we add the following 
remark. If L is an arbitrary Riesz space, let A be the set of all f E L with 
non-Archimedean behaviour, i.e., A is the set of all f E L for which there 
exists gEL such that nifl < /g/ for n= 1, 2, .... Then A is evidently an 
ideal and A C N'P for every tp E L~, where N'P is the null ideal of tp. Further-
more, if e is a Riesz seminorm on L, then e{f) = 0 for every f EA. 
Another remark is that Lemma 25.6 can be proved now under weaker 
hypotheses, as follows. 
Lemma 29.12. Let Le be a normed Riesz space such that _j_(L:c)={O}. 
Then (L~)_j_=L:, implies that L~ is order dense in Le. 
Proof. Since Leis Archimedean by Lemma 29.9 (v), all the properties 
in Lemma 29.5 hold in Le, and so it is sufficient to show that (L~)P= {0}. 
Assuming that (L~)P =/=- {0}, we obtain a contradiction exactly as in the 
proof of Theorem 25.6. 
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For a converse result, let once more 1-(L:,c) = {0}, and assumein addition 
that, for every 0 < u E Le, there exists a sequence 0 < Un E L~ such that 
O<;un t u. Then {Ln=Le holds evidently, and in addition (L~)l-=L; .•. 
Indeed, by Theorem 24.6 it is sufficient to prove that (L~)* =L:.c holds, 
i.e., that any integral vanishing on L~ vanishes identically on Le. This 
follows immediately from the hypotheses made. Note that the above-
mentioned additional condition is surely satisfied if Le is super Dedekind 
complete and L~ is order dense in Le. 
More generally, if the Riesz space L is super Dedekind complete and 
A is an ideal in L, then A considered as a Riesz space is super Dedekind 
complete. If, in addition, A is order dense in L, then there exists for 
every 0 < u E L a sequence Un E A satisfying 0 < Un t u. The following 
theorem goes in the converse direction. 
Theorem 2 9 . l 3 . Let L be a-Dedekind complete, and A an ideal in 
L such that A is super Dedekind complete in its own right and such that 
for any O<;u E L there exists a sequence Un E A (n= l, 2, ... ) satisfying 
0 < Un t u. Then L is super Dedekind complete. 
Proof. Let O<;u, t <;v in L. By hypothesis there exists a sequence 
VnEA satisfying O<:vntv, so w,.n=inf(u.,vn) satisfies w,,nEA and 
w,.n t,<Vn EA. Hence, since A is Dedekind complete, there exists Wn 
such that w,,n t, Wn < Vn, so that it follows from Wn < v for all n by the 
a-Dedekind completeness of L that· u =sup Wn exists in L. It will be 
proved now that u=sup u,. Since u;;;;,w,.n for all rand n, we have for r 
fixed that 
u;;;;,supn w,.n=SUPn {inf (u., Vn)}=inf (u., sup Vn)=inf (u., v)=u., 
and hence u;;;;,u, for all r. If also z;;;;,u, for all r, then z;;;;,w,,n for all rand 
n, so z;;;;,sup, w,,n=Wn, which implies that z;;;;,sup Wn=U. Hence u=sup u., 
and thus it has been proved that L is Dedekind complete. 
It remains to prove that Lis super Dedekind complete. Since w,,n t, Wn < 
< Vn E A and A is super Dedekind complete, there is a sequence {rk(n) : 
k = l, 2, ... } C {r} such that w,kln).n tk Wn, so supk,n w,kln).n =sup Wn = u. 
Hence, in view of w,kln),n < u,klnP we have also supk,n u,kln) = u, so the 
countable subset {~t,klnl} of {u,} has the same least upper bound as the 
whole set {u,}. This shows that L is super Dedekind complete. 
30. Extension of order bounded linear functionals 
Let L be an arbitrary Riesz space and A an ideal in L. An element 
cp E A~ is said to have an extension if there exists 'lfJ E L~ such that 'lfJ=cp 
on A, i.e., if cp is the restriction to A of some 'lfJ E L~. If O<;cp E A~ and 
cp has an extension 'lfJ, then cp has a positive extension. Indeed, since 'lfJ = cp 
on A and A is an ideal, we have immediately that 'lfJ+=cp on A, and so 
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1p+ is an extension of q;. More generally, if "P is an extension of q;, then 
1p+ is an extension of q;+. Indeed, for O,;;;;u E A we have 
"P+(u)=sup (1p(v): vEL, O,;;;;v,;;;;u)=sup (q;(v): v EA, O,;;;;v,;;;;u)=q;+(u). 
Hence, q; E A~ has an extension if and only if q;+ and q;- have extensions. 
The set of all q; E A~ which can be extended will be denoted by A;;'. 
If we denote for any q; E L~ the restriction of q; to A by q;A, then A;;' is 
obviously the set (q;A : q; E £~). 
It can happen that A;;' is a proper subset of A-. By way of example, 
let L be the sequence space (co) of all real null sequences, and let A be 
the order dense ideal of all sequences with only a finite number of non-
zero coordinates. Then any real sequence represents an element of A~, 
and it even represents a normal integral on A, but it does not necessarily 
represent an element of L~ =A;;'. Note, however, that A;;'= Zt is order 
dense in A~. 
Theorem 30.1. If A is an ideal in L, then A;;' is an ideal in A~. 
Even in the case that A is order dense in L, the ideal A; is not necessarily 
order dense in A-. 
Proof. We shall prove first that if 0<1p<q; with "PEA- and q; E A;, 
then "P can be extended. Let q;o be a positive extension of q;. Then 
l'lfJ(/)1 <"P(I/I)<q;o(l/1) for all f E A, and hence, by Theorem 19.2 in Note VI, 
"P has a positive extension 'ljJo satisfying I"Po(/)1 <q;o(l/1) for all f E L. This 
shows that "P E A;;'. It follows easily that A;;' is an ideal in A~. 
If L is the Riesz space of all Lebesgue measurable (and almost every-
where finite) real functions on [0, 1], and A is the space £ 1 of all Lebesgue 
summable functions on the same interval, then A is an order dense ideal 
in L. Since L~ = {0}, we have A;= {0}, but A~ includes (and is, in fact, 
equal to) the space L00 • Hence, A; is not order dense in A~. 
Corollary 30.2. If(} is a Riesz seminorm on L, and A; is the set 
of all e-bounded linear functionals on A, then A; is an ideal in Ae. 
Obviously, A; is the set of all restrictions of elements of L; to A. 
Proof. Follows again from Theorem 19.2 in Note VI. 
Once again, let A be an ideal in L. By Theorem 21.1 in Note VI, the 
Riesz annihilator A o is a normal subspace of L~; hence, if B =(A O)P is 
the normal subspace of all elements in L~ disjoint to Ao, then L~ = B EB AO 
by Theorem 17.2 in Note VI. Given O,;;;;q; EL-, we have a unique decom-
position q; = q;1 + q;2 with 0 < q;1 E B and 0 < q;2 E A 0. Evidently q;2 = 0 on 
A, so qJ1=([J on A, i.e., q;1 is an extension of q;A, where q;A is the restriction 
of q; to A. The component q;2 E A o is given by 
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so the component f/!1 E B satisfies 
In order words, f/!I is a positive extension of q;A, and among all positive 
extensions of q;A the extension f/!I is the smallest one in. the sense of the 
order. Evidently, it follows from this last fact that if O.;;;;q;, "PEL- and 
the restrictions q;A, "PA satisfy q;A='IJlA, then the minimal extensions f/!h '1Jl1 
satisfy f/!I='IJl1· Observe now that for any q; EL- we have (q;+)A=(q;A)+ 
immediately from the definitions, and similarly (q;-)A=(q;A)-. This implies 
that if q;, "PEL- are given (q; and "P not necessarily positive) and the 
restrictions q;A, "PA satisfy q;A='IJlA, then the components q;1 and "PI in B 
satisfy f/!I ='IJli· In other words, the component f/!I of q; in B i; uniquely 
determined by the restriction q;A of q; to A. Hence, we have proved now 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 30. 3. If A is an ideal in L, then there exists a linear mapping 
q; ~ f!!m of A; into L- such that for 0 < q; E A; the image f!!m is the. unique 
smallest positive linear extension of q; to L. The mapping is an injection 
(i.e., different q; have different f!!m), and the set of all images f!!m is the normal 
subspace (AO)P of L-. 
In the very special case that L is Dedekind complete and A is a norm~l 
subspace of L, we have L=A ffi AP. Every q; E A- can now be extended, 
and the special extension f!!m is obtained by setting f!!m=O on AP. Hence, 
ifO.;;;;q; E A- and O.;;;;u E L, then f!!m(u)=q;(u1)=sup (q;(v) : v E A, O.;;;;v.;;;;u), 
where u1 is the component of u in A. Of course, this does not hold in the 
general case, but the following remains true. 
Theorem 30.4. If A is an ideal in L, if O.;;;;q; E A; and O,;;;;;u E L, 
then 
f!!m(u)=sup (q;(v) : v E A, O.;;;;v.;;;;u), 
and f!!m=O on AP. 
Proof. Given O,;;;;;q; EA;, we set "P(u)=sup (q;(v): v EA, O.;;;;v.;;;;u) 
for every O.;;;;u E L. Then "P(u)=q;(u) for O.;;;;u E A and "P(u)<:q;m(u) for 
0.;;;; u E L. Hence, in order to show that "P = f!!m, it is sufficient to prove 
that "P(u1 +u2)='1Jl(Ul)+"P(u2) for O<;u1. u2 EL. It is a routine proof to 
show that 1jJ(Ul)+"P(u2)<"P(ui+u2)· Conversely, given e>O, there exists 
v EA, O.;;;;v.;;;;ui+u2 such that "P(ui+u2)<q;(v)+e. Then V=V1+v2 with 
0.;;;; v1 .;;;; UI and 0 < v2 < u2, so ·VI, v2 E A since A is an ideal. Hence 
'IJl(U! +u2) < q;(vi) +q;(v2) +e<'IJl(Ul) +"P(u2) +e, 
and the desired result follows. 
Since 0.;;;; u E AP implies v = 0 for every v E A satisfying 0 < v < u, we 
obtain immediately that f!!m=O on AP. 
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Theorem 30.5. The linear one-one mapping ((1--+((lm of A; onto the 
normal subspace (AO)P of L~ preserves suprema and infima of arbitrary 
collections. The same holds for the inverse mapping. In particular, (({l+)m= 
=(((lm)+, (({1-)m=(((lm)- and l({llm=l((lm!· Furthermore, ({I l_ VJ if and only if 
({lm j_ 'IJJm· It follows that the Riesz space A; is perfect. 
Proof. Since the one-one mapping is linear and order preserving, it 
follows immediately that suprema and infima of arbitrary collections are 
preserved. In particular, (({l+)m= (sup (((I, O))m=sup (({1m, 0) =(({1m)+. Sim-
ilarly, (({1-)m= (({1m)-. By additi~n, l({llm= l({lml· Furthermore, we have 
({I l_ 1p -<=> inf (1((11, IVJI) = 0 -<=> (inf (I((! I, 'IVJI))m = 0 -<=> inf (l({llm, IVJirn) = 
= 0-<=> inf (l({lml, IVJml) = 0-<=> ({lm l_ VJm· Finally, since the normal subspace 
(AO)P of L~ is perfect (cf. Corollaries 28.5 and 28.6 in Note VIII}, and 
since A; and (AO)v are isomorphic, the Riesz space A; is also perfect. 
Let A~.= A;,-c =A; n A; be the collection of all integrals on A which 
can be extended to order bounded linear functionals on L. The collection 
A~. is an ideal in A; as well as in A;, and hence an ideal in A~. Similarly, 
let A;;:.=A;.-n=A; nAn be the collection of all normal integrals on A 
which can be extended. The collection A;;:. is an ideal in A; as well as 
in A;, and hence an ideal in A~. 
Theorem 30. 6. (i) The image of A~. under the mapping((!--+ ({lm is 
the normal subspace (A0)P n L;' of L~. Hence, A~. is perfect. 
(ii) The image of A;;:. under the mapping ({I--+ ({lm is the normal subspace 
(AO)v n L; of L~. Hence, A;;:, is perfect. Furthermore, if 1p is any normal 
extension to L of ({IE A;;:,, then VJ=((Im on {A}, i.e., all normal extensions 
of ({I coincide on {A}. 
(iii) If A is order dense in L, then the image of A;;:. is L;. 
Proof. (i) We need only prove that if 0<;((1 E A;;:'., then ({lm is an 
integral on L. To this end, let 0 < Un t u in L. Given s > 0, there exists 
v EA such that O<;v<;u and ({lm(u)<({l(v)+s. Since O<:Vn=inf(v, Un}<un, 
we have that Vn E A for n= 1, 2, ... ,and O<;un t u implies that O<:vn tv, 
so ({I(Vn) t ({l(v). Hence ({lm(u) <sup ({I(Vn} + e <sup ({lm(un) +e. It follows that 
({lm(un) t ({lm(u), so ({lm is an integral on L. 
(ii) The proof that if ({I is a normal integral on A which can be extended, 
then ({lm is a normal integral on L, is similar to the proof in part (i). If 
0 <({I E A; is normal and 1p is an arbitrary normal extension of ((!, then 
we have for any O<;u E {A} by Lemma 29.1 that 
VJ(U}=sup (VJ(v): v EA, O<;v<;u)=sup (({I(V): v EA, O<;v<;u)=((lm(u). 
Hence, 1p and ({lm coincide on {A}. 
(iii) If A is order dense in L, i.e., if {A}=L, then any ({IE A;;:. has 
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by part (ii) a unique normal extension to L. Hence, the image of A;,6 
under the mapping cp-+ cpm is the whole of D;:. 
Theorem 30.7. Let e be a Riesz norm on L(!, and let A be an ideal 
in L(!. Then the following holds. 
(i) A; is an ideal in A;', and cp-+ f{Jm maps A; onto (AO)P l1 L; = (Ai)P, 
where by (Ai)P we denote the normal subspace of L; consisting of all elements 
of L; disjoint to Ai. 
(ii) cp-+ cpm maps A;.c onto the normal subspace (Ai)P fl L:,c of L;. 
(iii) cp-+ cpm maps A:,,. onto the normal subspace (Ai)P fl L:,,. of L;. 
Here L:,,. denotes the intersection of (Le)';: and L;, and similarly for A:,,.. 
If cp E A; ... , and 1p is a normal extension of cp such that 1p=O on AP, then 
1jJ=CfJm· 
Proof. If cp E A;, then cp can obviously be extended to a e-bounded 
linear functional on L. Hence, if O.;;;;cp E A;, the minimal extension f{Jm 
is surely e-bounded. The remaining statements follow easily, except the 
last one. For the last statement, let cp E A; ... , and let 1p be a normal extension 
of cp such that 1p=O on AP. Then cp+ E A;,,., and 1p+ is a normal extension 
of cp+ such that 1p+=O on AP. By the preceding theorem we have 1p+=(cp+)m 
on {A}; furthermore, 1p+=(cp+)m=0 on AP, so 1p+=(cp+)m on {A}EEJAP. 
But Le is Archimedean by Lemma 29.9 (v), so {A} EB AP is an order 
dense ideal in Le by Theorem 29.10; hence, 1p+=(cp+)m on Le. Similarly 
1p-=(cp-)m on Le, and so 1p=cpm on Le. 
31. Normal subspaces of L~ and their carriers in L 
In Note VIII (sections 27 and 28) we have proved several results on 
normal subspaces B of L~ and their carriers C 8 = (0 B)P in L. It was 
assumed there that L is Dedekind complete. Some of these results can 
be generalized to the case that L is Archimedean, and not necessarily 
Dedekind complete. In the present section we include a brief discussion 
of these more general results, and we begin by proving the following 
key lemma. 
Lemma 31.1. Let e be a Riesz norm on the Riesz space L. 
(i) If O<;un<U EL for n=1, 2, ... and 1e(un)<oo, then there exist 
for every e > 0 and for every 0 < cp E L~ sequences {vn}, {wn}, {zn} of positive 
elements in L such that (a) 0 < Vn < Zn .} 0, (b) cp(wn) < e for all n, (c) 
Un=Vn+Wn for all n. 
(ii) If O<;unEL and 1e(un)<oo, then the same conclusion holds for 
every e > 0 and every 0 < cp E L;. 
Proof. (i) Assume the hypotheses of (i) satisfied, and let e>O and 
O.;;;;cp E L~ be given. For every n, set Un,m=sup (un, ... , um) for m>n. 
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Then Un<Un,m tm<U, and so !p(Un,m) is increasing in m and majorized 
by !p{u). It follows that lim (!p(Un,m) : m ~ oo) exists as a finite number. 
Hence, there exists an index sequence mn, increasing .as n increases, such 
that, for n= 1, 2, ... , 
For brevity, set Xn=Un,mn and Zn=inf (x1, ... , Xn). Then Zn {, and it 
follOWS from Zn<Xn=Un,mn<Un+ ... +umn that Q(Zn) ~ 0 as n ~ 00, 
This shows that Zn { 0. 
Now, for every n, let 
Yn= 2,?.:} [sup (xi, ... , Xn)-xi]= 2,t::l (ui,mn-Ui,mi). 
Then !f!(Yn) < 2,'{:1 sf2i = s for all n. Furthermore, Xn- Yn <Xi fori= 1, ... , n, 
and so Xn-Yn<Zn for n= 1, 2, .... Since Un<Xn, this implies that Un-Yn<Zn, 
so Un<Yn+Zn for all n. Finally, let Vn=inf(un, Zn) and Wn=Un-Vn for 
all n. Then O<,Vn<Zn { 0, and Un=Vn+Wn, so the conditions (a) and (c) 
are satisfied. For (b), observe that Wn=Un-Vn=inf(yn+Zn,Un)-
-inf(zn, Un)<Yn+Zn-Zn=Yn, so !p(Wn)<IP(Yn)<s for all n. 
(ii) Assume O<,un EL and 2,e(un)<oo, and let s>O and O<,!p EL: 
be given. The e*-bound of !p will be denoted by e*(!f!). We have !p(Un,m) < 
< L~!f!(Ui)<e*(IP) 2,~e(ui) ~ 0 as n ~ oo, so lim (!f!(Un,m) : m ~ oo) 
exists as a finite number. The remaining part of the proof is the same 
as in part (i). A second proof is as follows. There is an index N. such 
that !p(Un)<s for n;;.N. For n>N, take Vn=Zn=O, Wn=Un, and for 
n= 1, ... , N take Wn=O, Vn=Un and Zn=sup (un, Un+I, ... , UN). 
Let L be an arbitrary Riesz space, and let !pEL~. We recall that the 
null ideal N'P of IP is the ideal in L consisting of all f E L satisfying 
IIPI(Ifl) = 0, and the carrier 0'~' of !p is the normal subspace N~ of L. 
Evidently N 'P = NI'PI' and so 0 'P = oi'PI; furthermore, if !p is a normal 
integral, then N'P is a normal subspace. Given !p, 1fJ E L~, it is obvious 
that o'P c N'P implies o'P j_ o'P and o'P c (N'P)PP, In fact, the following 
three conditions are always mutually equivalent: (i) 0'~' C (N'P)PP, (ii) 
o'P j_ O'P, (iii) o'P c (Nq;)PP, The following example shows, however, that 
O'P C N'~' does not always imply 0'~' C N'P. Let L=O([O, 1]), 1P the Lebesgue 
integral and 1fJ the point functional defined by 1jJ{f) = f(t). Then N'P= {0}, 
O'~'=L,N'P=(f :f(t)=O) and 0'11={0}. Hence O'PCN'~', but O'~'CN'P does 
not hold. 
In Theorem 27.6 (Note VIII) it was shown that if Lis Dedekind com-
plete and !p, 1fJ ED;:, then the equivalent conditions (i), (ii), (iii) above 
are also equivalent to !p j_ 1fJ· This result can be improved in the following 
way. 
Theorem 31.2. (i) Let L be an arbitrary Riesz space. If IP j_ 1fJ with 
!pEL~ and 1jJ ED;, then o'P c N'P (and hence o'P j_ o'P and 0'1' c (Nrp)PP). 
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(ii) If L is Archimedean and if ((!, 'lfJ E L';;, then the following conditions 
are mutually equivalent: (a) ((! l_ 'lfJ, (b) O<p C N"', (c) 0"' C N<p, (d) O<p l_ 0"'. 
Proof. (i) We may assume that((!, 'lfJ>O. Given O,;;;;u EO'P, it follows 
from {inf (((!, 'lfJ)}(u)=O that there exist sequences {un}, {un'} of positive 
elements such that U=Un+un' and ((!(Un)+'lfJ(Un')<2-n for n=l, 2, .... 
Hence _2((!(un)<oo, and O,;;;;un<U for all n. Since e(f)=((!(lfl) is a norm 
on o<p it follows now from part (i) of the preceding lemma that for every 
s>O there are sequences {zn}, {vn}, {wn} such that O<::vn<Zn-), 0, 'lfJ(Wn)<s 
for all n, and Un=Vn+Wn for all n. Then Un' =U-Un=U-Vn-Wn>O 
implies that 'lfJ(U-Vn)='lfJ(Un'+wn)<2-n+s for all n, and O<:;vn<::Zn-), 0 
implies that u;;;,u-vn>U-Zn t u. Hence, since 'lfJ E L;, we have 'lfJ(U-Vn)----'J>-
----'J>-'IfJ(u) as n----'J>-oo, so 'lfJ(u),;;;;s. This holds for every s>O, so 'lfJ(U)=O. 
It has been shown thus that 0'~' C N"'. 
(ii) Since Lis now Archimedean, we have {A}=APP for every ideal A; 
in particular, Nq;= {Nq;}= (Nq;)PP for every ((! E L';;. Thus (b), (c), (d) 
are mutually equivalent, and by part (i) are implied by (a). For the 
converse, assume 0<:;((!, 'lfJ E L';; and (b), (c), (d) satisfied. Then O<:;((Jo= 
=inf (((!, 'lfJ) E L';; and ((!o= 0 on the ideal O<p EB N<p. Since Lis Archimedean, 
the ideal O<p EB N'~' is order dense in L, and so ((Jo=O on L. This completes 
the proof. 
Corollary 31.3 (Hahn decomposition). Let L be Archimedean. Given 
((!ED;:, there exist normalsubspaces P and N such that P n N = {0}, P EB N 
is order dense in L, ((!(u);;;.O for all O,;;;;u EP and ((!(u),;;;;O for all O,;;;;u EN. 
More precisely, we can choose P=Oq;+ and N = {N'P+}=Nq;+· For ((! E L; 
the same holds except that in this case we can only assert that P and N are 
ideals one at least of which is a normal subspace. 
Proof. Given ((! E r;, the fact that ((!+ l_ ((!- implies by part (i) of 
the theorem that ({1-(0q;+)=O and ({I+(Oq;_)=O. Hence P=Oq;-l- is a normal 
subspace, N =Nq;+ is an ideal, and P EB N is order dense in L, soP and N 
satisfy the desired conditions. 
Lemma 27.8 of Note VIII can be generalized as follows. 
Lemma 31.4. Let L be Archimedean. If 0<:;((! EL;: and O,;;;;u EL are 
such that ((!(u)>O, then there exists for every s>O an element O,;;;;v,,;;;;u 
such that ((!(u)-s<((!(v,)<((!(u) and 'lfJ(v,)=O for all 'lfJ E L; such that 'lfJ l_ ((!· 
Proof. Since 0"' EB N<p is order dense, we have 
u=sup (v+w : O,;;;;v E O'P, O,;;;;w E N'P, v+w,;;;;u), 
and hence ((!(U)=sup (((!(v): O,;;;;v EO'P, v,;;;;u). Given s>O, it follows that 
((!(u)-s<((!(v,)<((!(u) for some O<v, EO'P, v,,;;;;u. In addition, given 'lfJ EL; 
such that 'lfJ l_ ((!, it follows from part (i) of the preceding theorem that 
O<p C N"', so 'lfJ(v,) = 0. 
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Theorem 27.10 and Corollary 27.11 can also be generalized. We recall 
that A*=Ao n L;( for any arbitrary subset A of L. 
Theorem 31.5. Let L be Archimedean. If B is an ideal in L;:, then 
(OB)*= {B}, where by {B} we mean the normal subspace of L;( generated by B. 
Proof. Evidently (O B)* is a normal subspace of L;(, and {B} C (0 B)*= 
= (O{B})* on account of OB=O{B}. Hence, it is sufficient to consider the 
case that B is a normal subspace of L;(. The proof is then the same as 
for Theorem 27.10. 
Corollary 31.6. (i) If Lis Archimedean, and B1 and B2 are ideals 
in L;(, then {B1} C {B2} if and only if 0B1:) 0B2. In particular, {B1}= {B2} 
if and only if OB1=0B2. 
(ii) (Weak Radon-Nikodym theorem). If L is Archimedean, cp, "PEL;(, 
and (/), lf' are the normal subspaces of L;( generated by cp and "P respectively, 
then "P E (/) if and only if O(/J C Olf'. 
The next theorem was not yet mentioned in Note VIII. 
Theorem 31.7. (i) Let A be an ideal in the Archimedean Riesz space 
L. Then A;,. is order dense in A;( if and only if O(A;,.) = O(A;(). 
(ii) Let A be an ideal in the Riesz space L. If O(A;,.) ""7 {0}, then A;,. is 
order dense in A;. In particular, if 0(L;) = {0}, then A;,. is order dense 
in A;: for every ideal A C L. 
Proof. (i) Follows immediately from Corollary 31.6 (i). 
(ii) If O(A;,.) = {0}, then O(A;() = {0}, and so surely O(A-) = {0}. It 
follows from Lemma 29.9 (v) that A is Archimedean, and so, since 
0(A;,.) = O(A;(), we have that A;,. is order dense in A;(. If O(L;;') = {0 }, 
then Lis Archimedean, and so every ideal A C Lis Archimedean. Hence, 
since O(L;) = {0} implies also that O(A;,.) =O(A;() = {0}, the desired resu]t 
follows. 
If B is an ideal in L;(, then the normal subspace of L generated by 
all carriers 0"', cp E B, is called the carrier of B, and denoted by CB. 
The following theorem generalizes Theorem 27.12 in Note VIII. 
Theorem 31.8. (i) If L is Archimedean and B is an ideal in L;(, 
then C B = (0 B)P. Hence L = {0 B EB C B }. In addition, the ideals B and B1 
in L';; are disjoint if and only if CB and CB1 are disjoint. 
(ii) If L is Archimedean and B is an ideal in L,., then CB=C{B)· 
Proof. (i) The proof is almost the same as for Theorem 27.12. 
(ii) Since OB=O{B}, we have CB=(OB)P=(O{B})P=C{B)· 
Still assuming that L is Archimedean, let Lo = O(L;() and let L1 be the 
carrier of L;.·, so L1 = (Lo)P and L= {LoEB L1}. Evidently, the carrier of 
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any ideal B C L;: is included in LI, and the space- (LI);: of all normal 
integrals on LI may be identified in an obvious manner with L;:, since 
L is Archimedean. Lemma 31.9 and Theorem 31.10 which follow are 
generalizations of Lemma 27.13 and Theorem 27.14 respectively. 
Lemma 31.9. If Lis Archimedean, A a normal subspace of LI, and 
u;;;;.O is an element of LI which is not in A, then there exists O.;;;<p E L;: such 
that <p=O on A and <p(u)>O. 
Proof. Since {A EB (AP n LI)}=Lt, the given element u;;;;.O satisfies 
U=sup (v+w : O.;;;v E A, O.;;;w E AP n LI, v+w.;;;u). 
Hence, if all wE AP n LI such that O.;;;w.;;;u would satisfy w=O, then 
u E A, since A is a normal subspace. This is contrary to hypothesis, so 
there exists w E AP n LI with 0 < w < u. But then, on account of O(L;:) = L 0 , 
there exists O.;;;<pEL;: such that <p(w)>O, and in view of Lemma 19.5 
(Note VI) we may assume that <p(z) = 0 for all z j_ w. It follows that 
<p=O on A and <p(u)><p(w)>O. 
Theorem 31.10. (i) If Lis Archimedean and A is a normal sub-
space of Lt, then °(A *)={A EB Lo}. 
(ii) If L is Archimedean and A is a normal subspace of Lt, then A is 
the carrier of some normal subspace of L;:. 
Proof. (i) Evidently O(A *) :J {A EB L0}. Conversely, if u> 0 is not 
in {A EB Lo}, then it follows similarly as in the preceding lemma that 
thP-re exists O<v.;;;u such that v E {A EB L0 }P, so v is an element of LI 
which is not in A. Hence, by the preceding lemma, there exists O.;;;<p E L., 
such that <p=O on A and <p(v)>O, so <p(u);;;;.<p(v)>O. This shows that u 
is not in O(A *). The same result follows then easily for any (not necessarily 
positive) f E L which is not in {A EB Lo}. 
(ii) Given the normal subspace A C Lt, we have LI ={A EB AI}, where 
AI= AP n LI. From (i) it follows that O(AI *)={AI EB Lo }, so (O(AI *})P = 
={AI EB Lo}P= (AI EB L0 )P=AIP n LI=APP=A. This shows that A is the 
carrier of AI*. 
Observe that if Lis Archimedean, then by Theorem 31.5 every normal 
subspace of L;: is closed in the a(L;:, L) topology, and by part (ii) of 
Theorem 31.10 every normal subspace of LI is closed in the a(Lt, L;:) 
topology. Finally, we note that the formulas of the "carrier calculus", 
presented in Theorem 27.15, extend to the case that L is Archimedean. 
(To be continued) 
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